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Features

Poe published just one of his lectures during his lifestyle. This is "The Universe. The Prose Composition by which he thought many earnestly to become valued. Things that were other were first compiled while in the posthumous series edited by Rufus Griswold, integrating other substance as well as some added manuscript adjustments. These choices are listed chronologically.

Eureka: A Prose Composition (1848 EUREKA there are numerous copies with annotations by Poe)

Later Collected Editions:

There have been several alternate endeavors to get Poe after Griswold's death in 1857; works, including quite a few the essays. The most important of the were collections modified by H. Ingram, likewise in four sizes (initially posted in 1874-1875), the ten-volume set modified by Edmund D. Stedman E. Woodberry (initially published in 1894-1895), along with the seventeen-quantity collection modified by James A. Harrison (published in 1902). (Though one or more of those updates holds the concept of The Allan Poe. Not one of them are, actually, not actually incomplete. Occasionally, they also incorporate works which have since been identified as not being by Poe.)
Contemporary Scholarly Editions:

The most widely-recognized scholarly edition of Poe's reports and blueprints, furthermore including a number of the documents, would be the volumes edited by Thomas Ollive Mabbott, (published in 1978, nearly 10 years after Mabbott's demise), done by his widow, Maureen Cobb Mabbott (and several assistants), using a several additional essays appearing within the amounts inside the variation as extended by Burton R. Pollin. Many of these volumes are carefully annotated, with notes initial content and variations. the University of Illinois Media, revealed individually two amounts originally organized for this sequence, edited by Susan and Stuart Levine.